
 

 

Game ideas for “Blaster Hire” 

If you have woodland or are using inflatable barricades these are some of the types of 

games that can be played 

Set up two base camps at either end of the game zone, also identify the mid-point in the 

game zone 

All games except “last player standing” (Battle Royale) are set up in teams – If you have 

plenty of players and a large area consider 3 teams and 3 bases. If you have lots of players 

run the session in teams of 6-8 and a round robin competition. 

Basic Elimination 

Eliminate all the opponents – Team Death Match 

Set up two teams by using the Blaster set up options. Each team starts In their base and on 

the whistle or shout “game on” must eliminate all the opposition – It is suggested that for 

the first 5 mins of a game no player passes the midpoint - partly for safety reasons and 

partly to stop players running into the opponents half and getting too close to the 

opposition. 

Reverse the game so players play from the opposite start point. 

Sniper Death Match 

This time instead of players starting in their bases they can start anywhere in their half of 

the field. Again you can’t pass the centre point for 5 minutes. Object of the game to 

eliminate all the opposition 

Reverse the game 

Two Flag game 

Start wthl the players and a flag in each base and the object is to capture the opponents 

flag and bring it back to your base. Flags must not be hidden, if a player is shot in 

possession of the flag, they must drop it on the ground. To prevent a player just running up 



the field – grabbing the flag – and running back, set a player or time limit. The fag can’t be 

hung until ½ the opponents are out or no passing the middle for 5 minutes 

Reverse the game 

Single Flag – 2 options 

One flag in the centre of the field which must be captured and taken to the opponents 

base. 

Single flag option – capture the flag and take it to your base – this must be defended to 

stop the opposition stealing the flag to take to their base. 

Reverse the bases 

VIP – President – General 

Nominate one player in each team to be the VIP – the rest of the team must then get that 

person from their base to the opponent’s base without the VIP being shot. Reverse the 

game with a different VIP 

Bomb the base 

Same as a single centre flag game but use a container which has to be captured and placed 

in the opponents’ base. 

Battle Royale – Last player standing 

Set the Blasters in SOLO mode – players must hide on the field and then on the whistle it is 

every player for themselves. Winner is last player in the game. 

Players will team up BUT there can only be one winner!! 

Ask the players 

If you have junior players ask them what they would like to play – they will offer lots of 

ideas but most are just variations on the games described in this information sheet 
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